
 

 

 

 

Important Notice – We are now full to capacity 

 

Dear parents/carers, 
 
We are sorry to say that all our bubbles in school are now full and we are unable to 
accommodate any more children until we re-open in September. The number of children on 
site at EGPS is considerably higher than many other schools.  
 
We are continuing to follow council guidance and have between 8 and 12 children in each 
bubble depending on the size of the classroom. We will continue to follow this guidance for the 
next two weeks, which means we cannot accept any more children. The key worker bubbles are 
now also full and we cannot add any new children who have not previously attended.  
 
Over the past few weeks, we have been inundated with children joining existing bubbles since 
the school has re-opened to eligible year groups and since more key workers have been 
expected to return to school.  
 
New guidance has been released today that will impact on school life as we know it including 
timings of the school day. https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-53253722 
 
We will continue to keep you informed about how school will operate in September. Please 
keep checking the letters and Covid-19 sections of the website.  
 
As we have learned throughout this experience all guidance and logistics are subject to change 
and we will do our best to keep you updated. 
 
If you have any concerns or would like to discuss anything then please contact the school mobile 
on 07534 277758. 
 
I would also like to remind parents that school will be closed for the duration of the summer 
holidays and there will be no holiday club. This is due to essential works and maintenance taking 
place.  
 
If you are a key worker and require emergency childcare, please contact the local authority as 
there may be places available in community hubs.  
 
Best wishes, 
 
Ian Taylor 
Headteacher 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-53253722

